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THE PROBLEM: All across
Missouri, students lack access to
higher-level coursework such as AP
courses, calculus, and physics.
THE SOLUTION: Course access.
Course access programs allow students
to direct a portion of their annual
per-pupil funds to take—and receive
college credit for—courses outside of
their traditional public school course
offerings.
WHO ELSE DOES IT? Eleven
states across the country have some
form of course access program.

Districts in Missouri with Zero
Students Enrolled in
Selected Courses, 2015—2016
Thousands of students in Missouri attend schools that don’t offer the advanced coursework that
would prepare them to succeed in college.
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KEY POINTS
•

During the 2015–2016 school year, of the 448
school districts that offer high school in the state,
9% had no students enrolled in chemistry, 42% had
none enrolled in advanced physics, 40% had none
enrolled in calculus, and 63% had none enrolled in
AP courses.

•

Course access allows students a cost-effective way to
take courses not otherwise available in their district.

•

Course access increases parent/individual control
over education spending.
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THE OPPORTUNITY: Missouri
has much of the infrastructure needed
0
to create a course access program
through an underused program
known as the Missouri Virtual
Instruction Program (MoVIP),
Source: Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education.
which was signed into law in 2006.
In addition, the Grandview R-II
• Missouri already has the infrastructure needed to
and Springfield school districts have
create a course access program.
created their own online programs, but these courses are not
available to all students in the state. In all three cases, the
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course offerings are vetted by the Missouri Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) and can be
Essay: “Course Access in Missouri: Diversity,
credited toward graduation.
Personalization, and Opportunity”

Blog Post: “Missouri Students Need Access to Advanced
Coursework”
Video: “Course Access: Opening Opportunities Across
Missouri”
Video: “Course Access Brings the Classroom to the Student”
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